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ABSTRACT

A review is given on the activities and plans for research

on plasma physics and controlled fusion at the Royal Institute

of Technology in Stockholm, with descriptions and motivations of

the research lines being conducted. These activities include

investigations on plasma-neutral gas interaction, development

of spe j- i.L principles for plasma stabilization, magnetic

confi - tfnt schemes being based mainly on poloidal fields, as

well t * he generation, heating, and diagnostics of plasmas being

"imp ?t {« able" to neutral gas.
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1. Introduction

The earliest parts of the Swedish fusion research programme

date from an analysis on magnetic confinement in 1957. Up to the

preseny time this programme has expanded continuously and is for

the moment included in the activities of a research unit which

was formally established in May 1976 through a contract between

Euratom and the National Swedish Board for Energy Source

Development. The programme of this unit can be divided into three

parts, i.e. theoretical and experimental research on magnetic

confinement by the Department of Plasma Physics and Fusion Research

of the Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm, theoretical

research on nonlinear plasma phenomena, waves, and inertia

confinement by the Department of Electromagnetic Field Theory

of the Chalmers University of Technology in Gothenburg, and

reactor technological studies by the Atomic Energy Company at

Studsvik.

This review concentrates on the investigations of magnetic

confinement being conducted in Stockholm, and includes a number

of references to this particular work. Some important results by

other investigators are also related to the present programme,

but have not been explicitly mentioned in the following sections.

The main research lines of the Stockholm programme are first

summarized in Section 2. Descriptions are further given in

Sections 3-5 of the basic theoretical aspects on plasma-neutral

gas interaction, stability, and plasma heating, as being applicable

to the specific confinement schemes and projects of the

programme. The main features of the latter schemes are discussed

in Sections 6-8, including obtained experimental results on

plasma confinement, stability, and heating. The required

diagnostical methods are shortly described in Section 9. Finally,

Section 10 outlines part of the future plans.



2. General Features and Purpose of Present Programme

The research lines of this programme constitute closely

related parts of a unified experimental and theoretical commitment.

They are both connected with those of the international programme

and provide an amplification of the latter, by attempts to widen

the knowledge of fusion physics and to extend the possible ways

of approaching the fusion reactor.

Regardless of the general progress being made by fusion

research during latest years, none of the so far adopted research

lines will for certain lead to the final solutions of the fusion

reactor problems. Therefore modified, alternative, and new

approaches are justified and may even have a decisive importance

to the future development.

The main research lines being conducted in Stockholm are

summarized in Table 1, their features and purposes being shortly

described as follows.

(a) In many quasi-steady as well as in some rapidly pulsed

magnetic confinement schemes, neutral gas interaction plays

an important role in the plasma balance. Full-scale fusion

reactors being based on such schemes have to operate at ion

densities and linear dimensions where the main plasma body

becomes "impermeable" to neutral gas particles. On the other

hand, many of the world's present experiments on hot

magnetically confined plasmas are within a parameter range

where the plasma body becomes more or less "permeable" to

neutral gas. Further research on the "impermeable" ion

density regime is therefore needed.Within this density range,

and at sufficiently high beta values, there are possibilities

of creating "cold-mantle" (or "cold-blanket") systems, in the

sense that the hot fully ionized plasma core becomes

separated from wall-near regions by a dense, cool, and

partially ionized boundary layer. Such systems seem to have

the potentialities of wall protection from hot particle

interaction, delay or complete suppression of impurity

transport inro the plasma core, refuelling and "ash" removal

by charged and neutral particle diffusion through the plasma

and its boundary layers, as well as of creating favourable



stability situations under certain conditions. The present

programme concerns research both on impermeable plasmas

including the parameter regimes and existence conditions of

cold-mantle systems, and on the transition regime between

impermeable and permeable plasmas.

(b) The stability of every special confinement system is

determined not only by the field geometry but also by the

plasma particle distributions in phase space and the boundary

conditions. Thus, the earlier adopted simplified picture of a

fully ionised plasma body being limited by a sharp vacuum

boundary has mostly to be abandoned and replaced by that of

a strongly inhomogeneous plasma with the possible existence

of a cool and dense partially ionized boundary layer. In

particular, this should render minimum-average-B and some

other "conventional" stabilization methods inefficient under

certain conditions. Since there are many physical and

technological constraints on a full-scale fusion reactor,

it is on the other hand desirable to be able to use as many

alternative stabilization methods as possible. The present

programme therefore includes both research on the methods

of "boundary layer stabilization" in impermeable cold-mantle

plasmas, and investigations on "magnetic gradient

stabilization" of fully ionized plasmas confined by an

inhomogeneous and mainly poloidal magnetic field.

(c) Extensive research on various plasma heating methods is now

being conducted throughout the world's fusion laboratories.

The present programme is limited partly to the heating

problems associated with the particular confinement schemes

being studied, partly to the effects of a cold-mantle on the

heating of an impermeable plasma. The main efforts are

concentrated on high-frequency heating by magneto-acoustic

modes, and on low-frequency heating by currents induced along

the poloidal confining magnetic field.



(d) Confinement schemes being based on a main toroidal magnetic

field lead to a number of so far unsolved problems, such

as those associated with a limitation to low beta values,

as well as with field geometries involving long magnetic

connection lengths, complicated loss mechanisms, and not

fully understood "scaling laws". Irrespective of the

important experimental results being obtained with these

schemes, it is therefore urgent to conduct efficient research

on alternative lines of magnetic confinement. The schemes

being developed within the present programme are based on

a main poloidal field without rotational transform which,

at least in principle, allows for short magnetic connection

lengths, high beta values, and associated fully developed

cold-mantle conditions. These schemes can be divided into

three types:

(d.l) The rotating plasma technique of crossed magnetic and

electric fields can be used to generate and heat

impermeable fully ionized plasmas. This makes possible

experimental model studies on confinement, stability,

and cold-mantle operation of such plasmas. Open magnetic

bottles provide comparatively simple and convenient

systems for this purpose, but are usually limited in

plasma temperature by the end losses and the critical

velocity phenomenon due to the ionization processes at

the end insulators. These limitations are likely to be

removed for rotating plasmas in closed spiral-coil

"TORNADO" traps. The latter have first been developed

at the loffe Institute in Leningrad, and are now subject

to a joint research effort with the Royal Institute of

Technology.

(d.2) Studies are performed on closed internal conductor

"INTRAP" systems of the "Spherator" type, in which the

internal coils are provided with magnetically shielded

supports. The latter are necessary for operation in a

steady state, as well as for making the internal coil

system accessible to the necessary current feeds and

cooling circuits. By -a convenient choice of the

geometrical and magnetic field parameters, those systems



should possess closed longitudinal invariant surfaces

and lead to a negligible particle leakage due to the

disturbance field produced by the supports. Start-up

and preheating can be achieved by means of the rotating

plasma technique, with further heating being provided

by high-frequency, induced poloidal currents, or other

methods. Higher plasma temperatures should be available

in these systems than in the case of rotating plasmas

in open bottles, also under cold-mantle conditions.

(d.3) Strong poloidal fields and high-beta values should

further become accessible without the need of the

magnetically shielded supports of Spherator confi-

gurations, provided that the internal conductor current

can be replaced by a ring current in the plasma itself.

Such an approach leads to the "EXTRAP" concept. The

latter also has the aim of controlling kinks and other

MHD modes by means of an inhomogeneous transverse

(poloidal) vacuum field. This may provide an alternative

to the conventional method of plasma stabilization by

a nearly homogeneous longitudinal (toroidal) vacuum

field.

(e) Diagnostical methods are developed, mainly with the purpose

of studying impermeable plasmas at the conditions described

under (a)-(d) above.

The features of these research lines are described more in

detail in the following sections. SI units are used throughout the

present context.
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3. Theoretical Aspects on Plasma-Neutral Gas Interaction

A number of earlier reviews have been given on plasma-neutral

gas interaction and its relation to the cold-blanket problem |1-6|.

Part of the underlying theoretical concepts will be summarized here.

3.1. Neutral Gas Penetration into a Plasma

The flux of neutral particles penetrating into a

plasma body of ion density n having the ion and electron

temperatures and T can in a first approach
i "e

be divided into a slow (cold) component of temperature

T << T., T and a fast (hot) component of temperature T - = T

Slow neutrals are converted into fast neutrals by ion-neutral

collisions. The steady-state penetration lengths of the slow and

fast components become [3,5j

L - 1/ncns cs

and

Lnf ~~ 1/nacf

[1/2

1/a - * [2kT/m5(2£ + 5< n f>]
1 / 2 (2)

respectively, as estimated from the corresponding ionization and

diffusion processes governing the neutral gas flow into the plasma

body. In eqs. (1) and (2) we have made the approximation

T. - T_ = T, and the ion, electron, and neutral particle massesx e
are denoted by m i ' m

e '
m
n with m = m^+m , and 5, Cinv/ Ken

stand for the rates of ionization, ion-neutral, and non-ionizing

electron-neutral collisions, with suscript v = s,f referring to

slow and fast neutrals. Here £ increases steeply with T in the

range of low temperaturesand reaches a "saturation" level of
-14 3C_ = 10 m /s when T > e<{>,/k with <J>. denoting the ionization

potential. At temperatures exceeding some 10 K, the penetration

lengths L and Land L f

of T. This implies that we can put

therefore become rather slow functions

f - 100/a
cg

18 -2
-- 5 * 10 m"



for hydrogen in the temperature range 10 < T < IQ K.

For a plasma body of finite size L. it is then possible to

define the critical ion densities

ncs = ncf - 1/acfLb (3)

with respect to the penetration of slow and fast neutrals.

Consequently, all plasmas can be divided into the three density

regimes and classes of "permeable dilute", "permeable non-dilute",

and "impermeable" systems, as outlined in Table 2. The boundaries

given by n and n f are, of course, not sharp but should

rather be considered as a rough indication of the transition

regions which separate these three classes from each other. Here

slow neutrals penetrate into the plasma by free streaming in the

permeable dilute case and by diffusion in the permeable non-dilute

and impermeable cases, whereas fast neutrals penetrate by free

streaming and by diffusion in the permeable and impermeable cases,

respectively.

The three plasma classes listed in Table 2 have different

properties both with respect to equilibrium and stability. This

applies to the transport phenomena being involved, to the

quasi-steady plasma density and temperature profiles being

established in presence of penetrating neutral gas, as well as to

the boundary conditions of the fully ionized plasma core. The class

of impermeable plasmas is of particular interest, because it

represents a necessary (but not sufficient) condition for the

formation of cold-mantle systems. The equilibrium of this class

of plasmas will be further considered in the next subsection,

whereas a discussion on the corresponding stability problems is

postponed to Section 4.

3.2. Equilibrium of Impermeable Plasmas with a Cold-Mantle

A quasi-steady impermeable plasma with a "cold-mantle" is

defined as a system of inhomogeneous spatial conditions, as

illustrated by the simple model of Fig.l. Here a cylindrical

plasma column is confined by a strong axial magnetic field B

£1,3-5]. Near the vessel wall, or at the edge of an inserted
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limiter, there should exist a partially ionized boundary layer

having a temperature not exceeding a few electron volts. This

"cold-mantle region" should thus prevent energetic ions and

neutral particles from hittinc the wall or limiter surfaces. The

conditions underlying and defining this "cold-mantle" model are

specified later in Section 3.2.2. Since I* << L n f the density

n__ of slow neutrals will become important only in the parts of
TXS

the boundary layer being quite close to the wall surfaces. The

main part of this layer consists of an outer "diffusion region"

indicated in Fig.l by r,< r< a, in which the neutral gas

density is high enough for the heat balance to keep the local

temperatures of the plasma and the fast neutrals at a level of a

few electron volts. The ionization rate 5 is much smaller than
,-14 3both its "saturation" (maximum) value

max
= 10~14m3/s and the

ion-neutral collision rate 5 in this region. Here the plasma

and neutral gas clouds diffuse through each other, in opposite

directions. Further, there is an inner "ionization region" of the

boundary layer within which the neutral gas density becomes
4

sufficiently low for the plasma temperature to exceed some 3 * 10 K.

Here the joint effects of diffusion and a strong ionization rate

£ ~ 5 produce a rapid decrease in the "residual" density of the

penetrating neutral gas. Thus n f drops with decreasing radial

distances, by an e-folding length of the order of L ,(5 - C )
nr max

in this region. Finally, there is a fully ionized part of the

plasma body, as defined by r £ r, . In the case of a fusion

reactor, the thermonuclear reaction rate has a noticeable con-

tribution to the heat balance within the hot core of this region,

as defined by r £ r..

3.2.1. Thg_Fully._Ionized_Plasma_Interigr

From the stability point of view one may in a first approxim-

ation seek to attain an equilibrium state where the pressure is

constant across the plasma body, in which case no expansion

energy would become available for driving instabilities. There

are, however, several reasons for such an approach to become

unfeasible. First, the Nernst effects due to electron-ion and

ion-ion collisions give rise to a steady-state plasma pressure

gradient. Second, the presence of neutral gas within the plasma
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body produces a source of matter and a corresponding diffusion

process which also leads to a steady pressure gradient. The latter

becomes especially pronounced in the boundary layer, as shown

later in Section 3.2.2. Third, even if a constant pressure distri-

bution could be established across the plasma body, this would

lead to unacceptably large bremsstrahlung losses in its outer

zones, as compared to the total thermonuclear power production

{2,7J. To keep these losses at a tolerable level, the ratio

between the pressure p at the centre r = 0 and the pressure

p. at the "edge" r - r. of the fully ionized plasma body in

Fig.l therefore has to be kept at least at values of the order

of Po/Pb = 100.

3.2.2.

We now consider a partially ionized boundary layer the

thickness x, of which is small compared to the plasma dimensions,

A one-dimensional model with the coordinate x defined in Fig.l

can then be adopted. The particle and momentum balance equations

of the plasma and neutral gas are applied to the larger part of

this layer in Fig.l, where the neutral gas consists mainly of a

fast component. In a first approach the real temperature

distribution T(x) can be replaced by a constant value T

further introduce the parameters [l,3,5j
m

We

nB H V H kBccaB

1 / 0

(4)

(5)

where A is the ratio between the Debye distance and the impact

parameter, and 0 , is the ion-neutral collision cross section.

Here n_ represents a characteristic density being related to

the steady processes of outward plasma diffusion and inward neutral
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gas diffusion, with kn = 3
oC

lO2^"1'4 tesla'V1
for

classical transport at the mass number A, and with the dimen-

sionless coefficient c representing possible modifications due

to anomalous diffusion. With these parameters and the dimensionless

quantities N = n/nn, N = n /n_, the particle and momentum
o n n 13

balance equations can then be integrated to determine the
densities n, = n(x = x. ) = n . and n = n (x = 0) = n B

N
n a of

plasma and neutral gas at each side of the boundary layer in

Fig.l. The result is demonstrated by Fig.2 and becomes independent

of the spatial distribution of the ionization rate within the

boundary layer [3~]. The obtained solution is easily shown to

correspond to a pressure ratio p(x = x. )/p (x = 0) being much

larger than unity. It leads to two asymptotic cases:

(I) When (N., .N. ) << 1, the quantity n,/k_,B is small enoughna D u o
for the plasma diffusion to be mainly governed by Coulomb

collisions, and N = 2N./3. This situation is usually
na o

realized in present tokamaks and other systems with beta

values not exceeding a few percent. In particular,

Pfirsch-SchlUter diffusion in toroidal and poloidal fields
7 7 1 /I

of strengths Bfc and B = B (r=a) = (B -B*) ' , with

q = aB./RB and the minor and major radii a and R, then

leads to a neutral mantle density [5^

na
= 2(1 'BcV (6)

Especially for the lower left-hand part of the curve in

Fig.2 being denoted by (I), the neutral density may even

become too small for the plasma to be kept at a low temperature

in the wall-near regions, i.e. a cold-mantle system cannot

exist in such a case. A self-consistent analysis of this

behaviour has to include the plasma heat balance, as shown

later in this section.
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(II) When (N N. ) > I the quantity n./k_B is large enough
Ha , D *̂ D x5

for the plasma diffusion to become strongly influenced by
plasma-neutral gas friction, and N = 2N. as well as

na

na
(7)

This extreme situation can be realized in certain magnetic

confinement systems where beta values of the order of

10 percent and more can be reached.

To specify the existence conditions of the cold-mantle state,

and to determine the corresponding boundary layer thickness x. ,

the heat balance has also to be taken into account. This balance

can be expressed by [l,3,5~j

V / x b " (Cn + CR)xb "

C R ) / X b l ( x b - X b l ) ( x b - x b2 )

(8)

where Qb represents '-he heat inflow per unit area and time from

the plasma core into the boundary layer through the surface

x = xb in Fig.l. in eq. (8) the coefficient C further stands

for the heat flow shunted away across the layer by conduction,

C for the ionization and heating of the incoming neutral gas,

C for the excitation radiation loss, and Co for bremsstrahlung

and cyclotron radiation. The equilibrium state is given by

AQb - 0, where only the solution x. •, corresponds to a stable

heat balance with respect to variations of xb. The detailed

deductions and discussions of eq. (8) and its consequences are

presented elsewhere jl,3,5j. Here we only summarize the following

results;
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(i) Under the laboratory conditions of impermeable plasmas, the

thickness x, is of the order of a centimeter.

(ii) There is a range of parameter data, being of interest both

to full-scale fusion reactors and to laboratory devices,

within which the boundary layer can be sustained by the heat

flow v/hich is in any case being lost by classical or

neoclassical transport from the fully ionized plasma core.

This flow is often in the range from 10

(iii)There is a lower power input limit

-2 to 1 MW/m

|l/2Q b m i n = 2 Q c g + C^) (Cn + cR)J
J-'"t below which the losses

cannot be balanced. Thus, when Q, < Q, . the partially

ionized layer is spread out and tends to "swallow up" the

fully ionized plasma body. The limit

a maximum possible layer thickness

bmax — "s £ ' n R

bmin
corresponds to

(iv) When Q, ir. on the other hand being increased, there is a

corresponding decrease in x. , to satisfy the conditions of

an equilibrium ;itate >\Q, - 0. ThuK, at an increasing power

input x. is in this v;ay being gradually reduced to a value

which finally becomes comparable to the penetration length

L_(T ,n,) and to the wi 1th of the "ionizatlon region" in

Fig.l. The "diffusion region" is then being "swallowed up"

by the hot plasma, and the cold-mantle ceases to exist. This

situation corresponds to an upper power limit

= ^b^xb ~ xbmi ' a n d a s m a H e s t possible layer thick-

(v)

ness bmin =•- L ,. (T, ,n.) in the cold-mantle state.

A measure of the width of the cold-mantle domain of existence

in parameter space is given by F = Q. /Q. . = (f/2) + (l/2f)
Dmax omin

and f = x, /x, . . A large such domain, and a "fully

developed cold-mantle state" is thus defined by F >> 1 and

f >> 1. Such a state should become available at high beta

values and moderately large radiation losses. Decreasing

beta values and increasing radiation losses can on the other

hand even lead to f. < 1, in which case no cold-mantle state
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should exist at all. Thus, the confinement schemes allowing

for comparatively large beta vrilues and being described in

Sections 6-8, become especially convenient for cold-mantle

operation. On the other hand, it is doubtful1 whether such

operation also becomes possible for most of the present

tokamaks, stellarators, and similar low-beta systems.

3.3. Methods for Variation of the Ion Density

With the problems of Sections 3.1 and 3.2 in mind, it is

desirable to vary and control the average ion density within wide

ranges, for making experiments possible on the various types of

plasmas listed in Table 2 and mentioned in connection with the

impermeable subclasses treated in Section 3.2.2. Here we shall

discuss the two alternatives of using constant and variable

neutral gas filling densities (see also Ref. J8|).

3.3.1. Constant_Fil]ina density

Concerning the efficiencies of the ionization and burnout

processes, the following poKsibii'' L<S and problems should be

considered:

(i) The rotating plasma tecnrique has earlier been successfully

applied to create fully ionized impermeable plasmas by

simple means. Difficulties have so far been faced when using

this technique to create plasmas at lower densities. The rol'̂

of spoke-shaped azi.muthal asymmetries appears to he important

to the plasma balance in presence of crossed magnetic and

electric fields.

(ii) In closed bottles it should become possible to create a fully

ionized plasma within the permeable-impermeable transition

regime, even by means of a moderately large powc" input and

at ionization rates being much smaller than the saturation

value

can be preserved.

; . , proviacd that stability and good axial symmetry

(jii)In open bottles, arvl also under symmetric conditions, there

texists a "Polotaov limit'' of the filling rjas density which
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has to be exceeded for the ionization degree to be able to

increase from low to high levels.

(iv) Plasma asymmetries and instabilities often lead to a

substantial increase in tiie required ionization rates and

power levels. The corresponding plasma losses thus introduce

hiyh Poletaev limits, in open as well as in closed bottles.

3.3.2. yariable_Filling_DensitY

It should further become possible to increase or decrease the

plasma density by means of variations in the wall-near gas density

during the holding mode of a confined plasma. The following

alternatives should be mentioned:

(i) Charged particles can be added by means of high-energy beam

or plasma gun injection.

(ii) Pulsed neutral gas injection con be applied, to raise the

ion density gradually* without the need of a large

burnout power.

(iii)The plasma densitv can be gradually reduced by pumping away

neutral gas from the wall-near regions during a holding mode

of long duration, therebj slowly changing the plasma-neutral

gas balance in the boundary layer. This is expected to remove

the possible difficulties of start-up at low densities, and

should also make studies possible of the plasma behaviour

during a continuoas transition from the impermeable to the

permeable ion density regime.
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4. Theoretical Aspects on Stability

As a consequence of the strong inhomogeneity of the plasma

body in realistic physical situations, the stability analysis has

to take into account that there exist a number of subregicns of

the plasma body having largely different properties and correspond-

ing to a number of "internal" and "external" boundary conditions.

Especially in the case of cold-mantle systems, the presence of a

cold and dense partially ionized boundary layer is thus expected

to have a decisive influence on stability, and even seems to open

up new possibilities of plasma stabilization.

To simplify the present Discussion, we shall treat the

stability problem in terms ojf" separate models for the boundary

layer and the fully ionized plasma core. It should, however, be

understood that a rigorous non--Iocs] ir.ed approach has to connect

the corresponding instability modes by boundary conditions such

as those at r = ix ani r - (0,a,> ir. Fig.l. It also has to

be k.ept in nind that ;̂.n)i::.i;n-aver.iqe-f) and other conventional

stabilization method? can under certain circumstances be combined

with the methods outlined in this section.

4.1. ?caindarv_ Layer Str\ b i Liz a tion

According to the analysis descrroed in Section 3.2, a "fully

developed" ccld-mantle system, i.e. with F and c being much

larger than unity, is characterized by a thin boundary layer in

which there are comparacively high ion and neutral gas densities

as well as a low temperature. Consequently, this ]ayer has the

important features of a "compound" plasma-neural gas viscosity

due to ion-ion, ion-neutrd\l, and neutral-neutral collisions, as

well as a finite resistivity and plasma pressure gradient. These

features give rise to a special type of "boundary layer

stabilization" mechanism. For flute-type low-frequency modes this

mechanism can be illustrated by a model where a plasma is confined

within a cylindrical shell having its axis z along a

current-carrying rod which produces a magnetic field B-~i 0,B(r) ,o]

in a frame (r,(p, z). The unprrt-.irbed gradients cf the plasma

pressure p , density n, and temperature T are in the

U-
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direction of r, as well as the corresponding quantities

p , n , T of the neutral gas. With .locrr.lized norrral modes of

the form expPii^t + < r - <_z)l and neglecting the ionization '.£ite

and finite Larmor radius effects, t:hd- dispersion relation

becomes [5,9,10]

= i(V + D) ± ii fr + (V -D) (9)

Stability is thus secured when

4 VD>, F

where

F = - 2 Y (11)

D = ykTv . K /mw . in (12)

2V(strong) = kic'
n Tn n 9nTv..

2
i

J
2V(weak) = v

in
(14)

f 6 (strong) = 1 + (m nT/mn) ; f., (weak) -~ 1 (15)

for strong and weak coupling between the plasma and neutral gas

fluids. In eqs. (JL)-(14) a prime denotes derivation with respect

to r, Y is the ratio between r..he specific heats;, v*' - * + <',

v . and v. are tne eJ ecti - i ;<r and ion-ion collision

f requenciea, .;•. /t) -•- v . /n it; "he- ion-neutral col] Lsirm rate,
.i n r i n i

u
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v /n is the neutral-neutral collision rate, and w. , i» are

the ion and electron Larmor frequencies. Further, T represents

tht: driving force of the flute-type modes, V the forces clue to

the compound viscosity, and I> the plasma diffusion due to finite

resistivity and pressure.

The physical explanation of the criterion (10) is that the

growth rate in absence of dissipation, as represented Ly >1',

is reduced by the compound viscosity represented by V. The

latter thus puts a brake on the E/B fluid motion of a flute-type

disturbance. When this brake becomes large enough, the diffusion

due to finite resistivity and pressure, being represented by D,

is able to smooth out the flute-type perturbations at a larger

rate than they are qrowing, i.e. the plasma is stabilized.

The present stabilization mechanism becomes strongly expressed

in the fully developed cold-mantle systems defined in Section

3.2.2, i.e. in cases where a dense and cold partially ionized

boundary layer is formed. On tie other hand, the same mechanism

may become inefficient at low neutral mantle densities, i.e. when

the upper power input limit Q. is being exceeded |3|.

.omax

The stability analysis of the boundary layer has recently

been extended by Ohlsson [(»,11,12], also in terms of the Nyquist

technique. The obtained results confirm those of the simple model

leading to eqs. (9)-(15). Thu", the joint viscosity-resistivity-

-pressure effect gives rise to a strong stabilization, not only

for flute-type disturbances but also for drift waves [llj and

several types of electrostatic and electromagnetic MHD instabili-

ties, including current-driven modes [6,12J. These stability

criteria also correspond to upper and lower plasma and neutral

gas density limits.

Finally, it should be pointed out that tbe direct influence

on plasma stability by the effects underlying eqs. (9)-(15) is

expected to be small in the density range of ptumeable plasmas.

On the other hand, there is an indirect neutral yas influence;

on the stability of such plasmrJK, through a steepening of the

equilibrium pressure profile» by the ionizat.ion rate, leading

sometimes to incroasoc örivirx, f.orr.rn for ballooning and other

MHD modes 113 ! .
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4.2. Magnetic Gradient Stabilisation

In the case of an impermeable plasna with a partially ionized

boundary layer, the fully ionized hot core becomes bounded in a

way differing from that prevailing in earlier conventional models

with vacuum boundaries and limiters. Thus, the equilibrium plasma

pressure p and its corresponding characteristic length p/ | Vp J

become much larger at the internal layer "interface", than what

would be the cas3 of a fully ionized plasma oeing directly bounded

by a limiter or wall surface. In combination with the boundary

layer stabilization mechanisms just described, this can lead to

an over-all stabilization of hot plasmas, even in absence of

minimum-average-B and other conventional stabilization methods.

This possibly is here represented by the "magnetic gradient

stabilization" mechanisms acting on a plasma confined in an

inhomogeneous magnetic field.

4.2.1. §tabilization_of _I"lyte-Ty_£e_Modes

To demonstrate: the physical principles of magnetic gradient

stabilization of flute-type modes, v/e study a simple adiabatic

low-beta case of the cylindrical shell model earlier described

in Section 4.1. Including finite Larmor radius effects, a

localized normal irode analys is yields the stability condition

5,14]

-P'/P i -2Y(B'/B) fl+(y/4)
... "Ii

(E~B- - 1) ! <
PB' J

(16)

where a^ is the ion Larmor radius. Within the limits of

applicability of condition (16) is seen that the p]asma becomes

stable for all K , *•r' z
decreases more slowly with increasinq r

(= T for Y ~ -'/-i) • In addition, a strong reinforcement due

to finite Larmor radius stabilization arises at large wave numbers.

when the unperturbed pressure p(r)

than B" '-• r

The stability condition -p'/p £ -2YB'/B of expression (16)

in the lira: t a. -~ 0 can be considered as the result of a

"maximutn-B" stabilization mechanism, being more pronounced the

larger -2;B'/B becomes as i.-ompai.ed i.o -p'/p- In this limit
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stability is secured when T •£ 0, as expressed in the notation

of Section 4.1. We then observe that the second term within the

square bracket of eq. (11) yields a contribution to r which

is proportional to (B'/B) and always becomes stabilizing.

Forms being equivalent to condition (16) have earlier been

derived, both in terms of the energy principle i 15; and of

plasma dynamics [14 j . The physical explanation of this result

is as follows. To preserve the total magnetic flux during

flute-type perturbations in the inhoinogeneous field B(r), a fluid

element of smaller volume 6V, being closer to the axis r = 0

has to be interchanged with an element of larger volume 5V_

being more remote from the axis. There is a compression work

needed to move plasma of initial pressure p_ from the larger

5V2 into the smaller volume 6V, , and there is expansionvolume

work released by moving plasma of initial pressure from the

smaller volume 6V, into the larger volume 6V2. The compression

work becomes larger than that of the expansion, provided that the

unperturbed pressure distribution p(r) is "flat" enough, as

expressed by the derived stability condition. The same conclusion

can be drawn from the detailed particle dynamics of the flute-type

disturbances which are driven by an electric field perturbation

E, originating from charge separation due to the differential

drifts in the z direction of the surfaces of constant ion and

electron tensity. On account < f the magnetic field inhomogeneity,
% 2

the corresponding guiding centre drift up = E * B/B becomes

compressible and the surfaces n. = const., n % = const. do not

move at the velocity u_, but can even have a reversed drift, i.e.

when -p'/p < -2YB'/B. The polarity of the charge separation then

becomes reversed as compared to that of a corresponding

P.ayleigh-Taylor mode, and the system is stabilized |l4_|.

Condition (16) suggests that the stabilization should become

reinforced in systems with larger magnetic gradients than those

of the straight conductor model. In fact, it has recently been

shown by Hellsten f16J that configurations with a magnetic

separatrix such as the Spherator and EXTRAP can be made flute

stable even in presence of considerable pressure gradients. This
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result is obtained from the stability criterion

d_
dv

(puY) (17)

where u = ^dÄ,/B, and v is a coordinate specifying the volume

enclosed by the magnetic surfaces. In systems with such a

separatrix there is a large variation of u across the plasma

body, leading to strong "maximum-average-B" stabilization. Also

when taking the constraint of limited beta values in the regions

close to the zero points of the separatrix into account, flute

stability can thus be secured for ratios between the plasma

pressures at the centre and the boundary being of the order of

100. With inclusion of finite Larmor radius effects, stability is

expected to become further improved. Similar conclusions can

be drawn for the local and average properties of systems being

subject to a gravitation or centrifugal force Pi4 ,1G].

4.2.2. Stabilization_of_Kink_and_Sauscge_Modes

In magneto-hydrodynamic theory on collisionless plasmas,

the zero order approximation of the maqnotic induction law can

be written in the forn.

|f - (B • V)v + Bdivv = (v • V)B
dt ~ -- — — ~ ~ — —

(18)

where v is the macroscopic fluid velocity. In strongly

inhomogeneous poloidal magnetic vacuum fields B the right

hand member of eq. (18) contains a large contribution (v • V)B

which has no counterpart in the weakly homogeneous vacuum field

of devices with a main toroidal component. Consequently, a

strongly inhomogeneouF transverse vacuum field may

have larger stabilizing effects on long-wave kinks than the

toroidal vacuum field in tokamaks f17}.

U
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4.2.3. Stabilizatign_of_Internal_Kink_and

Earlier as well as recent magnetohydrodynainic analysis on

axisymmetric closed field-line equilibria has shown that

stabilization becomes possible under rather general conditions,

provided that the pressure does not vanish at the edge of the

fully ionized region [18—20 J. In particular, this is the case

of toroidal equilibria with a hard-core. On the other hand,

systems without such a core should become unstable near the

magnetic axis. In this latter situation the question arises

whether a stabilized surrounding plasma shell should be able to

provide an over-all stabilization of the plasma body, or would

at least result in strongly reduced instability amplitudes and

loss levels. In any case, a mixing of hot plasma layers witl.in

a limited region close to the magnetic axis does not necessarily

lead to large over-all energy losses from the plasma body.

For a plasma surrounded by a conducting wall, the interchange

modes further limit the achievable pressure gradient in the

low-beta limit, whereas the internal kink modes limit the

achievable plasma current density [18,19] . The latter can be

increased by increasing the total magnetic field strength. Kink

modes of top-bottom symmetry with respect to the geometrical

mid-plane make the marginally stable pressure gradient depend also

on the current density, magnetic field strength, and the beta

value. Finite Larmor radius effects should improve the stability

of short-wave perturbations.
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5- Theoretical Aspects on Plasma Heating

The heating of impermeable plasmas is faced by two fundamental

problems. First, even under the conditions of classical losses,

the comparatively high ion density requires a large power to be

absorbed by the plasma body, to keep the latter in a fully ionized

state. Thus, there exists a rather sharply defined minimum power

level below which such a state cannot be sustained [21^. Under

laboratory conditions this level is of the order of a megawatt.

Second, an impermeable plasma with a fully developed cold-«antle

becomes surrounded by a dense partially ionized boundary layer

which affects the absorption of the imposed heating power.

Concerning the heating mechanisms and confinement schemes of

the present programme, the following points should be mentioned:

(i) In rotating plasmas the technique of crossed magnetic and

electric fields leads to efficient plasma heating through

the viscous effects of the sheared velocity field [221.

There are, however, restrictions in the use of this

technique. For open bottles the rotation velocity thus becomes

limited by the ionization phenomena in the gas layers at the

end insulator surfaces, in their turn limiting the available

plasma temperatures to some 10 K. Further, the crossed-field

technique cannot be used as a final heating mechanism for

closed bottles of INTRAP type, because the charged particles

reach the surfaces of the magnetically shielded supports

when a strong rotating plasma "wind" is being imposed [23 |.

(ii) For closed bottles of INTRAP type, convenient heating method;;

are provided by high-frequency modes of the magneto-acoustic

and Ali:vén-wave types, also including the cyclotron resonance

and transit-time magnetic pupping mechanisms. For the

magneto-acoustic modes an analysis has been undertaken on

the influence of the partially ionized boundary layer. It

has been found that the latter strongly affects the power

absorption and its radial profiles, and also influences the

resonance conditions of the plasma j24-27].
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(iii)In analogy with ohmic heating in tokamaks, induced

low-frequency currents can be imposed along the poloidal

field of present INTRAP configurations [28-29]. The possible

existence of thermal instabilities leading to azimuthal

asymmetries represents a problem in this connection [29j,

which may have to be solved by superimposing induced toroidal

high-frequency currents to smooth out the heating power

over the plasma volume [8|.
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6. Rotating Plasmas

The crossed-field technique has its general validity as a

plasma generation and preheating mechanism, as well as for basic

plasma studies- On the other hand, rotating plasmas have so far

suffered from a limitation by the so called "critical velocity

phenomenon" which arises from plasma-neutral gas interaction at

the end insulators of open bottles. If this phenomenon could be

eliminated or avoided, new possibilities would open up in the use

of rotating plasmas within fusion research. For this purpose a

number of approaches have been proposed. First, there are attempts

to suppress the azimuthal electric field which possibly becomes

connected with this phenomenon at the end insulators of an open

bottle [*22] . Second, there may exist possibilities of avoiding

velocity limitation in open bottles, by means of high-frequency

plugs or through a violation of the iso-rotation law at low ion

densities [3ÖJ. Third, in the closed "spiral traps" of TORNADO

type, rotating plasma operation may become possible without end

insulators and their associated velocity limitation effects j_31J.

6.1. Open Bottles

A quasi-stationary rotating plasma is usually established

in a poloidal magnetic field B by an imposed electric field E

and a corresponding transverse electric current, as outlined in

Fig.3. At sufficiently high plasma densities and temperatures,

a nearly isotropic state of almost equal ion and electron

temperatures can then be established, where the electric field

component E,, along B becomes small compared to its transverse

component E a, at least within the main and hotter parts of the

plasma body, in a first approximation the plasma then obeys the

"isorotation law" according to which there is a uniform angular

velocity of rotation along each field line. In the transverse

directions the boundaries of the main plasma body become defined

by the magnetic field lines being tangent to the electrode surfaces

which also act as plasma limiters. At those boundaries there are

partially ionized layers of thickness xb as jiven by the analysis

of Section 3.2.2. In the longitudinal direction the plasma becomes
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bounded by the end insulators at which there are thin wall layers

of neutral gas created from recombination of escaping ions and

electrons. A concrete example of a rotating plasma device is

demonstrated by Fig.4.

6.1.1. Theory

The theoretical analysis on rotating plasmas has been reviewed

elsewhere [22j. Here we shall only mention the following results

which apply to isotropic plasmas in which there are only small

deviations from the isorotation law:

(i) With a local plasma density at a certain magnetic field

line which cuts the midplane (equatorial plane) of Figs. 3 and

4 at r = r atand with a corresponding density n.

field line reaches an end wall, 1

between the centrifugal and pressure forces yields £22,32-343

where the same field line reaches an end wall, the balance

nw/nQ = exp (19)

Here Q and T are the angular velocity and temperature which

become approximately constant along every particular magnetic

field line. In the present isotropic plasira the corresponding

mirror ratio BM/BO will only affect the end losses through

the end-surface-volume ratio of the shaded confinement region

in Fig.3. On the other hand, the same losses become strongly

reduced when the radial ratio rQ/rw of eq. (19) increases

from 1 to high values.Consequently, devices of the type

described by Fig.4 should provide sufficiently low end loss le-

vels to be of interest at least to basic research and to model

experiments on dense fully ionized plasmas.

(ii) In all experiments on ir-perrpeabl e rotating plasmas studied so

far, tne fluid velocity of the plasma with respect to the

neutral gas becomes limited by Alfven's critical value
1/2vc = (2e0,/m^) ' ,i.e. in regions where sufficient amounts of

neutral gas are present. In configurations like that of

Figs. 3 and 4 this limitation becomes localized to the end
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insulator regions. This implies that the highest available

rotation velocity within the plasma body arises in the midplane

(equatorial plane) and becomes [22 1

= vc ( ro / rw' (20)

So far this has also been found to limit the temperature T

to some 10 K in open quasi-steady rotating plasma systems

with radial ratios r /r < 3 |22|.

(iii)As long as eqs. (19) and (20) both are valid, attempts to

reach very high temperatures at moderately high loss levels

must be based on very large radial ratios and rotation

velocities v . One possibility is offered by the? Stockholm(pom ^ J J

F III device having r /r - 9. Since no definite results are
o w

yet available from tips device, however, it will not be

subject to further confederation;-; in this review.

<:>. 1 . 2 .

The experiments with ':rosscd-fielcl devices such as F I of

Fig. 4 have not only extended tie knowledge of rotating plasmas,

but have also provided model experiments on the general problems of

neutral gas interaction, cold-mantles, and the stability of

impermeable plasmas

(i) Plasma bodies with characteristic transverse dimensions of

about 0.1 m have been created and confined in poloidal fields
— 21 -3

up to B - 1 tesla, at average ion densities n - 2 * 10 m

and peak temperatures T = 2 * 10 K within the fully ionized

core. There is a sharply defined burnout power of several

megawatts which has to be exceeded to convert the neutral

filling gas into a fully ionized plasma [_35j . The ionization

and starting processes are connected with rotating spoke-shaped

asymmetries which decrease to a low and hardly detectable
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level as soon as a fully ionized state has been reached JJ35J .

During a quasi-stationary holding mode the plasma balance

becomes consistent with classical theory on a shear-heated

plasma with losses being predicted by eq. (19) and by the

classical theory on transport across the magnetic field |J36|.

In particular, free-wheeling times of about 200 us have been

obtained by releasing the plasma from its energy source [35] .

The available rotation velocities and temperatures are limited

by the sharp onset of an irregular state of strongly enhanced

losses, in agreement with the velocity of eq. (20). Finally,

during a slow and continuous decrease in the power input and

rotation velocity, the plasma suddenly jumps into a lowly

ionized mode [~2l] . This behaviour is in good agreement with

the calculated minimum power threshold mentioned at the

beginning of Section S '36j.

(ii) The plasma body ic; surrounded by a partially ionized boundary

layer having a thickness somewhat smaller than 0.01 m, thus

forming a cold-mantle system with a wall-near neutral density

of the order of
na.

1021nf3.

impermeable case (II) with (N
na'

This corresponds to the

N. ) ~ 1 described by the

theory of Section 3.2.2. Spectroscopical measurements,

including Doppler shift determinations of impurity spectral

lines as well as probe re< ordings and studies of the equivalent

electric capacity of the rotating plasma, also yield results

being consistent with the impermeable plasma model of Fig.l.

Thus, the Doppler shifts suggest that the rotational velocity

and the temperature decrease in the direction towards the

plasma boundaries, and that neutral gas is present mainly in

the plasma boundary regions [37j. Measurements of the potential

distribution across the end insulators have also confirmed

the existence of a sheared velocity distribution [38].

Finally, a series of probe measurements in the boundary layer

are at least in qualitative agreement with the picture of

Fig.l [39, 40j . They also show that the plasma in the limiter
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shadow region depends on the boundary conditions, i.e. whether

there is Simon diffusion along the magnetic field to a

conducting surface or there is ambipolar diffusion to a

non-conductinu surface within this region [40].

(iii)There are several experimental results which at least indicate

that the plasma is MHD stable, in spite of the "wrong"

curvature of the magnetic field lines and the presence of a

centrifugal force in systems of the type represented by

Figs. 3 and 4. This behaviour is consistent with the theories

of Section 4. Thus,quiescent plasmas have been observed

during the free-wheeling and momentum containment times of

200 us obtained under "normal" operation [35^, whereas large

losses arise when attempts are made to exceed the critical

velocity limit [35,41~L Further, average beta values due to

the centrifugal and pressure forces have been reached, being

as high as 30% J35,42_|. Finally, probe measurements have

been made on the radial expansion of the plasma boundary in

the midplane, as outlined in Fig.4. The results indicate

that the magnetic field is pushed outwards under stable

conditions, as expected from classical theory [35,42].

6.2. Closed Bottles

The closed TORNADO spiral coil traps have some features

in common with INTRAP systems of the Spherator type. In

TORNADO, the internal ring conductor is replaced by a

spherical and spiral-shaped coil which,in combination with an

external spherical coil of similar type, produces a main

poloidal magnetic field. The latter has a spherical separatrix

situated in the spacing between the two coils. In this way

a confinement region is created which extends inside the

spherical separatrix and through the spacing."? of the internal

spiral winding [43,44j.

There are recent suggestions to use the rotating plasma

technique to create and heat the plasma in these traps |_31J .

This can be achieved by insulating the inner spiral and provide

it with an almost ring-shaped anode, and by applying a

crossed-field discharge between this anode and a cathode being

tanqont to the sphorjc^l &e;.,̂ ratv\.v..

J
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Since detailed reviews on rotating plasmas in TORNADO

traps are given elsewhere [31,45"], only a short summary is

presented here on this subject.

6.2.1. Theory

The TORNADO traps first developed in Leningrad [4 3,44j

represent an interesting and in several respects unique alter-

native, at least for the production and confinement of hot and

dense plasmas. Provided that the weak field asymmetries from

the spiral coil structure as well as those of the confined

plasma can be neglected, this alternative should lead to a

practically closed bottle, being available for rotating plasma

operation without end insulators. On account of the spiral

structure, the corresponding plasma "wind" will have only a

small component in the direction towards the spiral surface.

According to the theories on the plasma heat balance and on

magnetically shielded supports, the inner spiral should then

become screened from the plasma [23,3lJ. This implies that

no critical velocity limits t ion should appear in this system,

thus allowing the velocity and temperature to grow up to a

limit determined by fJ.;e bota value 13]].

6.2.2.

A first series of experiments has been conducted with the

"Tornado-650"' device in Leningrad, including measurements

of plasma current and voltage, total light emission, microwave

radiation, photography, spectroscopy, and laser interferometry

[_45,46j- The results, which arc preliminary at this stage, have

so far given indications which seem to be consistent with

theoretical predictions.
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7. Internal Ring Systems

The plasma confinement in internal ring systems with

magnetically shielded supports [4 7J has been treated theoretically

and experimentally by a number of investigators, arriving at

diversified and partly contradictory results (see Ref. [23j ).

However, these contradictions are only apparent, because the

confinement properties of shielded support systems depend criti-

cally on the geometrical parameters which are quite different in

the various experimental devices being used so far [23j .

7.1. Theory

To discuss the essential features of the present problems,

we restrict ourselves to a summary of the theory on a single

internal ring with a purely poloidal field B , having its supports

located in the midplane (equatoriaJ plane)as shown by Fig.5. In a

plane perpendicular to the supports, the field topology then be-

comes as outlined in Fig.6. The confinement region thus consists

of an annular volume situates around the internal coil of Pig.b,

with the exception of the channel-like "shield region" b«ing

extended along the supports and being bounded by the separatrix

C of Fig.6. We introduce a local frame xyz with z along the

supports of Fig. 5. He?re B, r~ B (x~0, y~0) is the main field

near the supports which have tne separation distance 2d,. The

characteristic dimensions of tho shield region ere further

represented by x and ro
in Fig.6. Finally, the supports are

traversed by the shielding current. J, which produces a force

in the field

The ratio between the latter and the former forces becomes

D, being opposite to their repulsive "self-force".

fs = ; J1£ - (21)

where y is the permeability in vacuo and

(22)
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Here f = 1
s

represents a force-free case.

In order to achieve an effective confinement, the plasma has

to be prevented from reachinq the supports as well as from leaking

out of the magnetic bottle as a result of the magnetic disturbances

due to the support currents. This leads to the complex of problems

i~23,47-49j being listed in T.-Lic 3.

7.1.1.

The plasma losses to the support surfaces can be cut-off,

provided that there is a sufficiently strong magnetic flux

contained within the shield region of Fig.6, and that, a possibly

existing plasma "wind" due to macroscopic motions towards these

surfaces is small compared to the ion thermal velocity. The

condition for a charged particle not to reach a support then

becomes [2 3,47,48]

Gl = al / dl « '?lc
1
2

(23)

where a, is the Larmor radius In the local undisturbed f.î ld

and f = dn/r
\ 1

where s the radius of a support. The

correspondtng shielding conditions for the ambipolar flux of a

thermal plasma are discussed elsewhere j~23j .

7.1.2.

The loss processes listed under division "B" of Table 3 can

here be summarized as follows:

(i) Within the main part of the confinement region, i.e. when

excluding the narrow needle-sriaped weak-field regions of

Fig.6 being bounded by tht limiting surfaces S , the motion

of charged particles becomes adtabatic with respect to the

first and second invariant, M - mW /2B and J --- <£muwds.

Here W is the velocity of c^y ration, uH the velocity

along the r.ögneLic 1 if'Ld V, and ds a line element along

the same field. To invest i guLo whether there i. f* a closed

confinement roairin, up in ;.\\<... '.^i<;e of M e ljir.it ing r.nrfricc S. >
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the average particle motion from field line to field line

has to be determined. The answer is given by the theory on

the average guiding-centre drifts in afl-space, where

B = Vet x V6 and the field lines are given by the intersections

of the surfaces a = const, and 8 = const. With subscripts

v = i,e indicating ions and electrons, the corresponding

average fluid velocities V and the current density £ in

ag-space become ^23,48]

Y v - U J - (24)

(25>

D = - a O/3a) + aft(3/9B)
—"Ut "TJI "~*P

(26)

where N are the associated particle densities, 0 is the

electrostatic potential, qv the particle charge, and

aQ, ao are unitary vectors. Here U_ represents the average

guiding centre drift due to an electrostatic field, U_v

are the average magnetic iradient drifts, and U w v stand

for the contributions from the gyro motion. Since the diver-

N VU W V, thegence in c*8-space vanishes for U,,, IL, , and

particle flow will be due to the incompressible motions in

a0-space, being produced by the average guiding centre drifts

only. An equilibrium state is therefore reached when the

surfaces of constant density N coincide with those of
v

constant potentials 0 and Fv in ctB-space. If these

surfaces are closed and nested, also the average drift

motions become closed and the condition divJ = 0 , as well

as divj = 0, can thus be fulfilled without having electric

currents ending at a wall surface. For detailed discussions

on these questions, reference is made to earlier papers

{_23,48J . Here we only summarize the main results of the

analysis, in stating that there will at least exist equilibria

for which the plasma is confined to the longitudinal invariant
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become closed within the main confinement region of Fig.6,

i.e. they are only slightly perturbed by the support field,

provided that the "support ratio"

Vfs> * (27)

is chosen well above unity. Here d. is the undisturbed width

of the confinement region as given in Fig.5, and d is

the disturbance of this width by the support field, as

produced by the perturbations of the F-surfaces.

(ii) In the weak-field regions inside the limiting surface there

are two types of non-adiabatic effects. First, there are

transit particles coming from the interior of the confinement

region and crossing the surface S . At a first sight these

particles may be assumed to pour out through the channels

formed by the weak-field regions. However, it can be shown

that the plasma becomes highly anisotropic for these particles

inside S and that the corresponding loss is negligible at

small gyro radii in the undisturbed field 1^ [23,47,48].

Second, when non-adiabati • scatterina takes olace within S

in Fig.6, some particles are trapped in the shield region

[23] or between the mirror points near a zero line |49~j. All

trapped particles have a unidirectional guiding centre drift

along the support direction, giving rise to increased losses.

In any case, the latter should become strongly reduced when

choosing large support ratios R . They should also be

suppressed by the plasma density gradient effects and the

guiding centre driftr. due to the electric and magnetic fields,

as discussed in derail elsewhere |23j.
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(iii)Due to magnetic field misalignment, such as by having the

zero lines of Fig. 6 at an angle with the m a m field B,

being less than r./2, a weak-field component arises along

these lines. This makes some of the field lines run out to

the walls in the region enclosed by the limiting surface

[23,47,49j. To keep the corresponding plasma losses at a

tolerably low level, it is necessary to choose a sufficiently

large "curvature ratio"

(26)

rD is the local radius of curvature of the main fieldwhere

B, in Figs.5 and 6.

7.2. Experiments

Within the present programme, experiments on INTRAP configu-

rations have been performed with device F IV of Ficj.7 and

similar arrangements, in prcsevcc IH well .~IK in öbsonce of

shielded supports. Th« ro*.jtinq flasma f-eckniqiR., lias so far been

used in most cases as a plasma generation and preheating mechanism.

Additional heating has beer in JOGPd by magneto-acoustic

oscillations and by Low-frequency currents being inducec along

the magnetic field lines. The maj.n results can be summarized as

follows [50,25,26j:

(i)
21 - 3

Plasmas of densities n "-' 10" m and temperatures of the

order of lO^K have been generated by means of the rotating

plasma technique in a start-up phase, after which a

non-rotating plasma has been sustained by applying

magneto-acoustic heating i30 }. Magnetic shielding was found

to reduce the total power losses of the plasma, when applying

support currents up to 23 kA at a mean strength of 0.4 3 tesld

of the main magnetic field. These data correspond to

fg < 0.58 with R̂  5- b.t and R * '5.4. The results art:

consistent with the theory of Section 7.1 on a stable plasma
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balance. On the other hand, the plasma temperature in these

experiments is still too low for far-reaching conclusions

to be drawn about the degree of confinement and stability

of v iry hot plasmas.

(ii) Concerning the cold-mantle and stability problems, results

have been obtained with shielded as well as with unshielded

supports, largely being of the same character as those

obtained from rotating plasma operation with device F I

as described in Section 6.1.2.

(iii)In certain experiments viscous heating of a rotating plasma

has partly or wholly been replaced by high-frequency heating

during a holding mode [25,26j. In all these cases a minimum

power threshold is found to exist for the fully ionized

state, as expected from theory.

(iv) An extensive set oi experiments or. forced and free

magneto-acoustic oscillations have been performed in

rotating and hi qh-f requency heoted plasmas j 25-27_J . The

results indicate th<;t 4:he resonance frequency and damping

depend upon the sl-itc? of plasma balance as well as on the

temperature and cold-mantle uor.o.i tions, ir. a way being

consistent with tiK. '."oorstire;). productions of Section 5{ii;

and of the- analysis or, the coupling jnci matching of the

plasiPä to the r>yfcr;, ••> I pt iiu.3 ;"y circuit. Among other things,

the results indicate that a &uh-.;t-ai>t.ial fiaction of the

power input becomes absorbed in the partially ionized

layers of cold-mantle «y«t -'ins.

(v) Preliminary investigations on ohmic heating by induced,

field-aligned low-frequency current in an impermeable plasma

with a cold-mantle have resulted in large absorbed powers

[28J. Further investigations on the symmetry conditions

and the role of the thermal instability are necessary in

this connection.



7.3. Reactor Technology

There are indications that plasma confinement systems based

on internal conductors with shielded support should become feasible

as full-scale fusion reactors with alpha particle containment,

even ^n presence of normally conducting coils Ql,S2J. In collabo-

ration with Kernforschurgsanlage Jiilich and the Atomic Energy

Company at Studsvik, a reactor technological study on INTRAP system

is at present being performed, including the problems of magnetic

field design, coil and support construction, power balance and

efficiency analysis, neutronics, radiation damage, and cooling

system development [̂ 2,53J. Preliminary results of this study

indicate that relevant reactor data can be achieved.
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8. External Ring Systems

Research on EXTRAP systems is at an early stage for which only

a summary of some theoretical aspects will be given in this review.

One straight version of such a system is outlined in Fig.8. Here

a plasma of non-circular cross section is confined by the magnetic

field B being generated by an axial plasma current j_ and the

antiparallel currents of strength J flowing in a set of external

rod-shaped conductors [54j. In this way a high-beta plasma is

intended to be confined in presence of a superimposed inhomogeneous

transverse magnetic vacuum field, thus replacing the homogeneous

axial magnetic field of the stabilized Z-pinch. For sufficiently

long pulse-times, or during quasi-steady operation, the system of

Fig.8 can be combined with a cold-mantle located in the plasma

boundary region. The possibility of superimposing an axial field

B. needs further examination but will not be considered here.

A toroidal version of this scheme consists of a toroidal pinch

being immersed in the field from a set of external ring-shaped

conductors [lOj . Steady-state bootstrap operation should become

possible, at least in principle. The equilibrium of the system is

described by

V 3rJ r (29)

where j denotes the a^iruthcl plasma current density in a

cylindrical frame ripz, and <» is the poloidal magnetic flux

function. The balance of the plasma loop forces is included in

eq. (29).

Concerning the stability of EXTRAP systems reference is first

made to the results of Sections 4.1, 4,2 and eq. (18), with the

possibility of stabi 1 is:i rig kink and sausage modes by v, transverse

inhomogeneous magnetic vacuum field. In addition, the following

points should be mentioned:

(i) In the straight case nf rig.8, sell -consial.ejit equilibrium

solutions have Lro.n fcund Dy neans of a computer, which are

stable .at lu-isf; WJ *.h ro.^poc* to i v, L j.t.» inirig a'rios for certain

plasma current pzv'. •• '..•:••' ' ' -.> j .
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(ii) A method based on two-dimensional conforrnal mapping has

recently been used to study the stability against radial

expansions and axial translations of the plasma column in an

analogous two -dimensional thin-skin model [56]. With respect

to these types of perturbations some examples of stable EXTRAP

equilibria have been obtained, part of which include both a

superimposed vertical magnetic field and modifications of the

positions and numbers of the external conductors. However,

further investigations on the parameter ranges of stable

operation are needed here, with special emphasis on modes which

include deformations of the plasma cross-section, as well as

on possible relations between the plasma and conductor

currents, positions of the conductors, the role of non-circular

plasma cross-sections, and the effects of continuously

distributed pressure and current profiles. Also ^eed-back

control with respect to radial expansions and axial trans-

lations of the plasma co, ujun nay have to be considered.

(iii)The analysis oi ".; :-• ii;;r:'i it^'-.i straiqh*. model represented ;«y a

conducting flexible cylinder: with riqici cross-section, supports

the statement;-, nvuie in Section 4.2.2 on kink stabilization

|Jp7j. To simulate the presence OL a toroidal field, also an

axial magnetic field component has been included in this

model. The results show th it the magnetic vacuum field due

to four external conductors has a strong stabilizing effect

on kink disturbances, at fixed conductor positions and

increasing conductor currents, as well as at fixed such

currents when the conductors are placed at decreasing distances

from the cylinder. Further, the transverse vacuum field

extends the stability domain in geometries having a dominating

poloidal field, whereas the same vacuum field becomes

destabilizing in the case of a strong toroidal field such as

that in tokamaks. However, the role of perturbations which

deform the cross-section of a real plasma during kink-like

perturbations is not clear at this stage. Thus, there exist

severaJ types of interdependent and simultaneously appearing
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energy changes in this case, partly having opposite signs.

Among these there are the released magnetic energy of the

plasma current system due to kinking, the energy change due

to plasma cross-section deformation, and the "mutual" energy

changes depending on plasma displacements in the externally

applied magnetic field.

(iv) A fast-rising current in external conductors of the present

type leads to E x B motions and effects from the constancy

of the first adiabatic invariant which tend to push a low-beta

plasma towards the weak-field region at the centre of the

system. In the high-beta situation of Fig.8 these effects

become superimposed on those arising from the plasma current.

In any case, the compressing action of the pulsed external

field could become essential in the region close to and

outside of the separatrix in Fig.8.

Before a final judgement can be made on the relevance and

potentialities of the EXTRAP concept, further extensive experimental

and theoretical investigations are needed. i
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Measurements with good resolution in space and time of the

densities, temperatures, and other characteristic data of ions,

electrons and neutrals are desirable. In the case of impermeable

plasmas with cold-mantles, the use of conventional diagnostical

methods is complicated by the comparatively high densities of ions

in the plasma core and of neutrals in the wall-near regions. As

a consequence, the present diagnostical work has been concentrated

on laser light scattering and interferometry |_58] , spectroscopy,

high-speed photography, and on development of special electric

and magnetic probes as well as of search coils.
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10. Plans for Further Research

It is intended to continue the trends of the present programme,,

with special emphasis on the following problems within the research

lines listed in Table 1.

10.1. Plasma-Neutral Gas Interaction

(i) Localized analysis should be performed on the partially

ionized boundary region and the fully ionized plasma core,

partly by means of probe measurements and laser diagnostics,

including scattering methods for determinations of the neutral

density and its penetration lengths [5&J. This analysis

should be combined with neutral density recordings by fast

gauges being situated in the wall regions. It also has to be

extended through studies of spectral lines originating

from the traces of neutral hydrogen being present

within the plasma body, to investigate the temperature profiles

[59] .

(ii) The boundary conditions and the shadow region of the limiter

should be further examined, in the cases of ambipolar and

Simon diffusion as well as when there are electrically biased

limiter surfaces G>o].

(iii)A general extension to larger ranges of ion densities should

be aimed at, including both higher ion densities and operation

within the permeable-impermeable transition regime and the

permeable ion density regime. For this purpose the plasma

density can be raised by means of fast gas injection, and

be decreased by means of a number of special methods- Among

the latter,improved conditions for plasma ionization, burnout,

and a lowered Pcletaev tim it [B] may be achieved by modified

anode jjo]] and cathode [8_] conditions, by combination of

various ionlzation and heating schemes [8], and by a gradual

decrease of the neutral and ior. densities durinq a long-time

holding mode beiru; subject to strong vacuuir pumping or

getter operation [8*j.
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(iv) The ionization and heat balance of the partially ionized

boundary layer should be further investigated, as well as

the limitations of this balance being predicted by eq. (8)

and be ng connected with tVe upper and lower power input

limits, as defined by the parameters f and F in Section

3.2.2.

(v) In the investigations described under (i)-(iv) above, attempts

should be made to connect the parameter ranges of earlier

cold-mantle model experiments with those of tokamaks and

similar devices.

(vi) Experimental analysis of impurity effects should be performed,

partly by means of gas puffing.

10.2. Plasma Stability

(i) The localized analysis on the plasma density and pressure

profiles has to be continued and be compared to the theoreti-

cally predicted criteria of "boundary layer" and "magnetic

gradient" stabilization given in Sections 4.1 and 4.2.

(ii) Studies of the transition from cold-mantle to other conditions

are of considerable interest to stability. This transition

is expected to invalidate the boundary layer stabilization

mechanism described in Section 4.1.

10.3. Plasma Heating

(i) Further investigations are neceysary on the effects of neutral

gas interaction on the high-freauency power absorption in

the plasma core and the boundary layer [24,25J, as well as

on the corresponding role of the critical velocity [6lJ.

(ii) The efforts to lower the plasma density, as described under

Section 10.1 (iit), also strengthen the efforts to reach

higher plasma temperatures by means of limited available

power resource^/ as well as to reach the "collisionless" regime.
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10.4. Confinement

(i) Further theoretical and experimental investigations are

desirable, with the purpose cf reducing the end losses [30J/

avoiding the critical velocity phenomenon in open magnetic

bottles with rotating plasmas, and studying the centrifugal

effects on multicomponent ion diffusion in such plasmas [_62j.

(ii) Research on TORI»ADO traps with rotating plasmas should be

continued, at higher field strengths and rotational velocities,

and at larger dimensions J31,45j. Under such conditions high

plasma temperatures are expected to be reached, provided that

the system remains stable.

(iii)For INTRAP systems, research should be continued on shielded

supports, in combination with improved apparatus design and

more powerful heating mechanisms and facilities, extended

diagnostics, combined heating methods as outlined in Section 5,

and a broadening of the available ion density range as

proposed in Section 10.1 (iii). Cold-mantle operation could

then be experimentally investigated at much higher temperatures

of the plasma core than what has so far become possible with

rotating plasmas in open bottles.

(iv) For EXTRAP systems the theoretical stability analysis has to

be extended and refined. The experimental programme should

first be concentrated to studies on the effects of a transverse

inhomogeneous field on MHD modes. Later a comparison should

be made between the influence of transverse and longitudinal

Imposed magnetic fields on plasma stability. The experimental

programme further includes a series of investigations on

straight pinch geometry which should be completed before

studies on curved sector geometry and full toroidal geometry

are undertaken.

11.
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Table 1. Main lines of rpseatch at the Dt

Fusion Research in Stockholm.

tmeiit of Fidj«m Physics ä«iU
52

Lines

a.Plasma-neutral
gas interaction

Important problems and features

The plasma-neutral gas balance in quasi-stationary systems» with
special emphasis on:

a.l. Plasmas being impermeable to neutral gas, and associated
cold-mantle syst**ns.

a.2. The transition region between plasmas, being impermeable
and permeable with respect to neutral gas penetration.

1

b.Plasma stability Stabilization mechanisms being complementary to minimum-average-B
and other conventional methods:

b.l. The general influence of the partially ionized boundary
layer on stability, and associated boundary conditions.

b.2. Stabilizing effects in fully ionized plasmas due to
strong magnetic field inhomogeneities, especially with
applications to systems with a main poloidal magnetic
field.

I c.Plasma heating j Special emphasis on heating of impermeable plasmas having
partially ionized boundary layers:

i c l . High-frequency heating, partly by magneto-acoustic modes.
i

c.2. Low frequency heating by currents induced along a
poloidal confining magnetic field.

! d.Magnetic
! confi nement
! schemes

I e.Diagnostics

Systems based on a main poloidal magnetic field:

d.l. Rotating plasmas;
d.1.1. open magnetic bottles,
d.l.2. Closed magnetic bottles (TORNADO)

d.2. Internal ring systems with magnetically shielded
supports (INTRAP).

d.3. External ring systems (EXTRAP).

Methods being applicable to impermeable plasmas with partially
ionized boundary layers.

1
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Table 2. Subdivision of the ion density range into

classes with respect to the process of neutral

gas penetration.

Parameters and

properties

Ion density n

Slow neutrals

n/n =L. /Lcs b ns

penetrate by

Fast neutrals
n/ncf=Lb/Lnf

penetrate by

Plasma Classes

PERMEABLE

Dilute

n<n <<n r^ cs cf

:
i free streaininq
i
i
i

« i

; free streaming

Non-dilute

ncs<<n£ncf

>> 1

diffusion

* 1

rree streaming

IMPERMEABLE

n <<n c<<ncs cf

>> 1

diffusion

>> 1

diffusion
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Table 3. Problems and main features of magnetic support shielding

Problems and Features References

A. Plasma losses to support surfaces

| Losses suppressed when magnetic flux is large within shield
| region, and plasma "wind" is small compared to ion thermal
velocity.

1.23,47,48).

Plasma losses produced by support field

B.I. Main part of confinement region

In a strong magnetic field there is adiabatic motion
along the longitudinal invariant "F-surfaces" which do
not Intersect the wall or hoop surfaces, provided
that the support ratio
unity.

R is chosen well above
[23,48]

B.2. Weak-field and shield regions

B.2.1. Nonadiabaticeffects

B.2.1.1. Transit particles.
Particles pass supports repeatedly in f i n i te
steps, thus producing an equivalent scattering
and ambipolar diffusion.

B.2.1.2. Trapped particles.
Nonadiabatic scattering inside l imit ing surface
traps some particles inside separatrix and/or
between mirror points. To minimize the losses
R has to be chosen well above unity.

B.2.2. Magnetic_fieldjnisa1 ignment_effects

An extra magnetic f i e ld component along the
supports makes some f ie ld lines inside
limit ing surface run out to walls. The
corresponding plasma losses should become
small when the curvature ratio Rg is chosen
well above unity.

[23,47,48] j

L23.49J ,

L23.47.49J |
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Figure Captions

Fig.l. Crude outline of a quasi-steady fully developed

cold-mantle system, consisting of a cylindrical plasma

column being confined by an axial magnetic field B. The

local plasma density and temperature are denoted by n and

T, and the densities of slow and fast neutrals by n

and n
f

t n e case of a fusion reactor, the reaction rate

is larger than the bremsstrahlung loss in the region defined

by r < rt-

Fig.2. The relation between the normalized plasma density

Nb = x = x. and the normalized/n at the inner boundary

neutral gas density N = n /n at the outer boundary

x = 0 of the boundary layer in the model of Fig.l.

Fig.3. The geometry of an impermeable rotating plasma being

confined in an open magnetic bottle with end insulators.

Fig.4. The Stockholm device F I used tor rotating plasma research

in a curved magnetic field with an average ratio r 7 F = 3.

Fig.5. Outline of an interneil ring configuration with a pair

of shielded supports being placed in the midplane of the ring.

There is only a poloidal main field B which could partly

be generated by external coils not being shown in the figure.

Fig.6. The field pattern close to a pair of force-free supports,

as seen in a plane perpendicular to the support axis z. The

broken circles represent the limiting surface bounding the

weak-field regions being located at the zero lines.

Fig.7. The Stockholm device F IV used for experiments on magnetic-

shielding. Main coil is suspended by throe support pairs.

Fig.8. Outline of a straight EXTRAP system in which a plasma is

confined by the magnetic fic».ld B being generated by the

plasma current j. anc^ ^y -nr; antipaiallel currents J in four

external rod-shaped conductors.
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A review is given on the activities and plans for research

on plasma physics and controlled fusion at the Royal Institute

of Technology in Stockholm, with descriptions and motivations of

the research lines being conducted. These activities include

investigations on plasma-neutral gas interaction, development

of special principles for plasma stabilization, magnetic

confinement schemes being based mainly on poloidal fields, as

well as the generation, heating, and diagnostics of plasmas being

"impermeable" to neutral gas. ( |
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